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(57) ABSTRACT 

Transmission schemes that can flexibly achieve the desired 
spatial multiplexing order, spatial diversity order, and chan 
nel estimation overhead order are described. For data trans 
mission, the assigned Subcarriers and spatial multiplexing 
order (M) for a receiver are determined, where Me 1. For 
each assigned Subcarrier, M virtual antennas are selected 
from among V virtual antennas formed with V columns of 
an orthonormal matrix, where VeM. V may be selected to 
achieve the desired spatial diversity order and channel 
estimation overhead order. Output symbols are mapped to 
the M virtual antennas selected for each assigned subcarrier 
by applying the orthonormal matrix. Pilot symbols are also 
mapped to the V virtual antennas. The mapped symbols are 
provided for transmission from T transmit antennas, where 
TeV. Transmission symbols are generated for the mapped 
symbols, e.g., based on OFDM or SC-FDMA. Different 
cyclic delays may be applied for the T transmit antennas to 
improve diversity. 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING 
ANTENNA DIVERSITY IN A WIRELESS 

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

0001. The present application claims priority to provi 
sional U.S. Application Ser. No. 60/710.408, entitled 
“Method and Apparatus for Antenna Diversity in Multi 
input Multi-Output Communication Systems.” filed Aug. 22, 
2005, and provisional U.S. Application Ser. No. 60/711,144 
entitled “Method and Apparatus for Antenna Diversity in 
Multi-input Multi-Output Communication Systems, filed 
Aug. 24, 2005, both assigned to the assignee hereof and 
incorporated herein by reference. The present application is 
further related to commonly assigned U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. to be determined, entitled "Adaptive Sectorization 
in Cellular Systems.” filed on the same day herewith, and 
incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 I. Field 
0003. The present disclosure relates generally to commu 
nication, and more specifically to transmission schemes for 
wireless communication. 

0004) 
0005. In a wireless communication system, a transmitter 
(e.g., a base station or a terminal) may utilize multiple (T) 
transmit antennas for data transmission to a receiver 
equipped with one or more (R) receive antennas. The 
multiple transmit antennas may be used to increase system 
throughput by transmitting different data from these anten 
nas and/or to improve reliability by transmitting data redun 
dantly. For example, the transmitter may transmit a given 
symbol from all T transmit antennas, and the receiver may 
receive multiple versions of this symbol via the R receive 
antennas. These multiple versions of the transmitted symbol 
generally improve the receiver's ability to recover the sym 
bol. 

II. Background 

0006 Transmission performance may be improved by 
exploiting the spatial dimension obtained with the multiple 
transmit antennas and, if present, the multiple receive anten 
nas. A propagation path exists between each pair of transmit 
and receive antennas. TR different propagation paths are 
formed between the T transmit antennas and the R receive 
antennas. These propagation paths may experience different 
channel conditions (e.g., different fading, multipath, and 
interference effects) and may achieve different signal-to 
noise-and-interference ratios (SNRs). The channel responses 
for the TR propagation paths may vary from path to path 
and may further vary across frequency for a dispersive 
wireless channel and/or over time for a time-variant wireless 
channel. 

0007. A major drawback to using multiple transmit anten 
nas for data transmission is that the channel response 
between each pair of transmit and receive antennas (or each 
propagation path) typically needs to be estimated in order to 
properly receive the data transmission. Estimation of the fall 
channel response for all T.R transmit and receive antenna 
pairs may be undesirable for several reasons. First, a large 
amount of link resources may be consumed in order to 
transmit a pilot used for channel estimation, which in turn 
reduces the link resources available to transmit data. Second, 
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channel estimation for all T.R transmit and receive antenna 
pairs increases processing overhead at the receiver. 

0008. There is therefore a need in the art for transmission 
schemes that can ameliorate the need to estimate the fall 
channel response for all transmit and receive antenna pairs. 

SUMMARY 

0009 Transmission schemes that can flexibly achieve the 
desired spatial multiplexing order, spatial diversity order, 
and channel estimation overhead order are described herein. 
The spatial multiplexing order determines the number of 
symbols to send simultaneously on one Subcarrier in one 
symbol period, the spatial diversity order determines the 
amount of spatial diversity observed by the transmitted 
symbols, and the channel estimation overhead order deter 
mines the amount of pilot overhead. 

0010. In an embodiment, for a data transmission from a 
transmitter to a receiver, the Subcarriers assigned to the 
receiver and the spatial multiplexing order (M) for the 
receiver are determined, where Me 1. For each assigned 
Subcarrier, M virtual antennas are selected from among V 
virtual antennas formed with V columns of an orthonormal 
matrix, where VeM. V may be selected to achieve the 
desired spatial diversity order and channel estimation over 
head order. The M virtual antennas for each assigned sub 
carrier may be selected in various manners, as described 
below. Output symbols for the receiver are mapped to the M 
virtual antennas selected for each assigned Subcarrier by 
applying the orthonormal matrix. Pilot symbols are also 
mapped to the V virtual antennas. The mapped output 
symbols and pilot symbols (or transmit symbols) are pro 
vided for transmission from T. physical transmit antennas, 
where TeV. Transmission symbols (e.g., OFDM symbols or 
SC-FDMA symbols) are generated for each transmit antenna 
based on the transmit symbols for that transmit antenna. 
Different cyclic delays may be applied to the transmission 
symbols for the T transmit antennas. 

0011 Various aspects and embodiments of the invention 
are described in further detail below. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0012. The features and nature of the present invention 
will become more apparent from the detailed description set 
forth below when taken in conjunction with the drawings in 
which like reference characters identify correspondingly 
throughout. 

0013 FIG. 1 shows a wireless communication system. 
0014 FIGS. 2A and 2B show MISO and MIMO chan 
nels, respectively. 

0015 FIG. 3 shows a transmission scheme with virtual 
antennas. 

0016 FIG. 4 shows a transmission scheme with virtual 
antennas and cyclic delay diversity. 

0017 FIG. 5 shows a MIMO transmission by cycling 
through the virtual antennas. 

0018 FIGS. 6A, 6B and 6C show three exemplary sub 
carrier structures. 
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0.019 FIG. 7 shows an exemplary frequency hopping 
scheme. 

0020 FIG. 8 shows an exemplary pilot scheme for sym 
bol rate hopping. 
0021 FIG. 9A through 9D show four exemplary pilot 
schemes for block hopping. 
0022 FIG. 10 shows a process for transmitting data and 
pilot to one or more receivers. 
0023 FIG. 11 shows an apparatus for transmitting data 
and pilot to one or more receivers. 
0024 FIG. 12 shows a block diagram of a base station 
and two terminals. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0.025 The word “exemplary” is used herein to mean 
'serving as an example, instance, or illustration.” Any 
embodiment or design described herein as “exemplary” is 
not necessarily to be construed as preferred or advantageous 
over other embodiments or designs. 
0026 FIG. 1 shows a wireless communication system 
100 with multiple base stations 110 and multiple terminals 
120. A base station is a station that communicates with the 
terminals. A base station may also be called, and may 
contain some or all of the functionality of an access point, 
a Node B, and/or some other network entity. Each base 
station 110 provides communication coverage for a particu 
lar geographic area 102. The term “cell' can refer to a base 
station and/or its coverage area depending on the context in 
which the term is used. To improve system capacity, a base 
station coverage area may be partitioned into multiple 
smaller areas, e.g., three smaller areas 104a, 104b, and 104c. 
Each smaller area is served by a respective base transceiver 
subsystem (BTS). The term “sector” can refer to a BTS 
and/or its coverage area depending on the context in which 
the term is used. For a sectorized cell, the BTSs for all 
sectors of that cell are typically co-located within the base 
station for the cell. The transmission techniques described 
herein may be used for a system with sectorized cells as well 
as a system with un-sectorized cells. For example, the 
techniques may be used for the system described in the 
aforementioned U.S. patent application Ser. No. Attorney 
Docket No. 05091). For simplicity, in the following descrip 
tion, the term “base station' is used generically for a BTS 
that serves a sector as well as a base station that serves a cell. 

0027 Terminals 120 are typically dispersed throughout 
the system, and each terminal may be fixed or mobile. A 
terminal may also be called, and may contain some or all of 
the functionality of a mobile station, a user equipment, 
and/or some other device. A terminal may be a wireless 
device, a cellular phone, a personal digital assistant (PDA), 
a wireless modem card, and so on. Each terminal may 
communicate with Zero, one, or multiple base stations on the 
downlink and uplink at any given moment. The downlink (or 
forward link) refers to the communication link from the base 
stations to the terminals, and the uplink (or reverse link) 
refers to the communication link from the terminals to the 
base stations. 

0028. For a centralized architecture, a system controller 
130 couples to base stations 110 and provides coordination 
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and control for these base stations. For a distributed archi 
tecture, the base stations may communicate with one another 
as needed. 

0029. The transmission techniques described herein may 
be used for various wireless communication systems such as 
an orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) 
system, a single-carrier frequency division multiple access 
(SC-FDMA) system, a frequency division multiple access 
(FDMA) system, a code division multiple access (CDMA) 
system, a time division multiple access (TDMA) system, a 
spatial division multiple access (SDMA) system, and so on. 
An OFDMA system utilizes orthogonal frequency division 
multiplexing (OFDM), which is a multi-carrier modulation 
technique that partitions the overall system bandwidth into 
multiple (K) orthogonal Subcarriers. These Subcarriers may 
also be called tones, bins, and so on. With OFDM, each 
Subcarrier is associated with a respective Subcarrier that may 
be modulated with data. An SC-FDMA system may utilize 
interleaved FDMA (IFDMA) to transmit on subcarriers that 
are distributed across the system bandwidth, localized 
FDMA (LFDMA) to transmit on a block of adjacent sub 
carriers, or enhanced FDMA (EFDMA) to transmit on 
multiple blocks of adjacent Subcarriers. In general, modu 
lation symbols are sent in the frequency domain with OFDM 
and in the time domain with SC-FDMA. 

0030) An OFDM symbol may be generated for one 
transmit antenna in one symbol period as follows. N modu 
lation symbols are mapped to N subcarriers used for trans 
mission (or N assigned Subcarriers) and Zero symbols with 
signal value of Zero are mapped to the remaining K-N 
subcarriers. A K-point inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) 
or inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) is performed on 
the K modulation symbols and Zero symbols to obtain a 
sequence of Ktime-domain samples. The last Q samples of 
the sequence are copied to the start of the sequence to form 
an OFDM symbol that contains K+Q samples. The Q copied 
samples are often called a cyclic prefix or a guard interval, 
and Q is the cyclic prefix length. The cyclic prefix is used to 
combat intersymbol interference (ISI) caused by frequency 
selective fading, which is a frequency response that varies 
across the system bandwidth. 
0031. An SC-FDMA symbol may be generated for one 
transmit antenna in one symbol period as follows. N modu 
lation symbols to be sent on N assigned Subcarriers are 
transformed to the frequency domain with an N-point fast 
Fourier transform (FFT) or discrete Fourier transform (DFT) 
to obtain N frequency-domain symbols. These N frequency 
domain symbols are mapped to the Nassigned Subcarriers, 
and Zero symbols are mapped to the remaining K-N Sub 
carriers. A K-point IFFT or IDFT is then performed on the 
K frequency-domain symbols and Zero symbols to obtain a 
sequence of Ktime-domain samples. The last Q samples of 
the sequence are copied to the start of the sequence to form 
an SC-FDMA symbol that contains K--Q samples. 
0032. A transmission symbol may be an OFDM symbol 
or an SC-FDMA symbol. The K+Q samples of a transmis 
sion symbol are transmitted in K--Q sample/chip periods. A 
symbol period is the duration of one transmission symbol 
and is equal to K+Q sample/chip periods. 

0033. The transmission techniques described herein may 
be used for the downlink as well as the uplink. For clarity, 
much of the following description is for downlink transmis 
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sion from a base station (a transmitter) to one or more 
terminals (receivers). For each subcarrier, the base station 
may transmit to one terminal without SDMA or to multiple 
terminals with SDMA. 

0034 FIG. 2A shows a multiple-input single-output 
(MISO) channel formed by multiple (T) transmit antennas 
112a through 112t at base station 110 and a single receive 
antenna 122x at a terminal 120x. The MISO channel may be 
characterized by a 1xT channel response row vector h(k) for 
each Subcarrier k, which may be given as: 

h(k)=h1(k) h(k) . . . ht(k). Eq. (1) 

where h; (k), for i=1,..., T. denotes the coupling or complex 
channel gain between transmit antenna i and the single 
receive antenna for Subcarrier k. 

0035 FIG. 2B shows a multiple-input multiple-output 
(MIMO) channel formed by the T transmit antennas 112a 
through 112t at base station 110 and multiple (R) receive 
antennas 122a through 122r at a terminal 120y. The MIMO 
channel may be characterized by an RxT channel response 
matrix H(k) for each Subcarrier k, which may be given as: 

h1(k) h12(k) ... hi.T(k) Eq. (2) 
h2.1(k) ha2(k) ... h.T(k) 

H(k) = | : 

hR.1(k) hR2(k) hRT (k) 
= h(k) h(k) h(k)), 

where h; (k), for j=1,..., R and i=1,..., T. denotes the 
complex channel gain between transmit antenna i and 
receive antenna for Subcarrier k; and 

0036 h; (k) is an RX1 channel response vector for 
transmit antenna i, which is the i-th column of H(k). 

0037. The transmitter may transmit one or more output 
symbols from the T transmit antennas on each Subcarrier in 
each symbol period. Each output symbol may be a modu 
lation symbol for OFDM, a frequency-domain symbol for 
SC-FDMA, or some other complex value. The data trans 
mission may be quantified by the following metrics: 

0038 Spatial multiplexing order (M)—the number of 
output symbols transmitted via the T transmit antennas 
on one Subcarrier in one symbol period; 

0039 Spatial diversity order (D)—the amount of spa 
tial diversity observed by the transmitted output sym 
bols; and 

0040 Channel estimation overhead order (C)—the 
number of virtual antennas to be estimated by a 
receiver for each receive antenna. 

In general, Msmin T. R. DsT, and CsT. The spatial 
diversity refers to transmit diversity resulting from the 
use of multiple transmit antennas and does not include 
receive diversity resulting from the use of multiple 
receive antennas. 

0041) If the transmitter transmits output symbols directly 
from the T transmit antennas, then a receiver typically needs 
to estimate the full channel response for all T transmit 
antennas in order to recover the data transmission. The 
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channel estimation overhead order is then C=T. In certain 
scenarios, it may be desirable to transmit fewer than T output 
symbols simultaneously, e.g., if the channel conditions are 
poor. A Subset of the T transmit antennas may be used to 
transmit fewer than T output symbols. However, this is 
undesirable since the transmit powers available for the 
unused transmit antennas are not judiciously employed for 
transmission. 

0042. The transmission schemes described herein allow 
for flexible selection of the three metrics M, D and C in order 
to achieve good performance for data transmission in dif 
ferent conditions. For example, a larger spatial multiplexing 
order M may be selected for good channel conditions with 
high SNRS, and a smaller spatial multiplexing order may be 
selected for poor channel conditions with low SNRs. A 
lower channel estimation overhead order C may be selected, 
e.g., in scenarios where low throughput due to low SNRs 
does not justify a large channel estimation overhead. 

0043. The transmission schemes described herein can 
utilize all T transmit antennas for transmission, regardless of 
the number of output symbols being sent and regardless of 
which subcarriers are used for transmission. This capability 
allows the transmitter to utilize all of the transmit power 
available for the T transmit antennas, e.g. by utilizing the 
power amplifiers coupled to each of the antennas, for 
transmission, which generally improves performance. 
Employing fewer than T transmit antennas for transmission 
typically results in less than all of the available transmit 
power being used for the transmission, which would impact 
performance. 

0044) The transmission schemes described herein can 
readily support MIMO, single-input multiple-output 
(SIMO), and single-input single-output (SISO) transmis 
sions. A MIMO transmission is a transmission of multiple 
output symbols from multiple virtual antennas to multiple 
receive antennas on one Subcarrier in one symbol period. A 
SIMO transmission is a transmission of a single output 
symbol from one virtual antenna to multiple receive anten 
nas on one subcarrier in one symbol period. A SISO trans 
mission is a transmission of a single output symbol from one 
virtual antenna to one receive antenna on one Subcarrier in 
one symbol period. The transmitter may also send a com 
bination of MIMO, SIMO and/or SISO transmissions to one 
or more receivers in one symbol period. 

0045. The transmitter may transmit M output symbols 
simultaneously from the T transmit antennas on one Sub 
carrier in one symbol period using various transmission 
schemes. In an embodiment, the transmitter processes the 
output symbols for transmission, as follows: 

where s(k) is an Mx1 vector containing M output symbols 
to be sent on subcarrier k in one symbol period; 

0046) P(k) is a VxM permutation matrix for subcarrier 
k; 

0047 U-u, u, .. 
and 

... uy is a TXV orthonormal matrix: 

0048 x(k) is a Tx1 vector containing T transmit sym 
bols to be sent from the T transmit antennas on Sub 
carrier k in one symbol period. V is the number of 
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virtual antennas formed with the orthonormal matrix U. 
In general, 1s Ms Vs T. V may be a fixed value or a 
configurable value. 

0049. The orthonormal matrix U is characterized by the 
property U"-U=I, where " He denotes a conjugate trans 
pose and I is the identity matrix. The V columns of U are 
orthogonal to one another, and each column has unit power. 
In an embodiment, U is defined such that the sum of the 
squared magnitude of the V entries in each row is equal to 
a constant value. This property results in equal transmit 
power being used for all T transmit antennas. U may also be 
a unitary matrix that is characterized by the property U"-U= 
U-U"=I. Orthonormal and unitary matrices may be formed 
as described below. The V columns of U are used to form V 
virtual antennas that may be used to send up to V output 
symbols on one subcarrier in one symbol period. The virtual 
antennas may also be called effective antennas or by some 
other terminology. 
0050. In an embodiment, a single orthonormal matrix U 

is used for all K total subcarriers in all symbol periods, so 
that U is not a function of subcarrier index k or symbol index 
n. In another embodiment, different orthonormal matrices 
are used for different subcarrier sets that may be assigned to 
different receivers. In yet another embodiment, different 
orthonormal matrices are used for different subcarriers. In 
yet another embodiment, different orthonormal matrices are 
used for different time intervals, where each time interval 
may span one or multiple symbol periods. In yet another 
embodiment, one or more orthonormal matrices are selected 
for use from among multiple orthonormal matrices, as 
described below. In general, data and pilot may be trans 
mitted using one or more orthonormal matrices such that a 
receiver is able to estimate the channel response based on the 
pilot and use the channel response estimate to recover the 
data sent to the receiver. 

0051) The permutation matrix P(k) selects which M vir 
tual antennas to use for Subcarrier k from among the V 
virtual antennas available for use, or which M of the V 
columns of U. The permutation matrix P(k) may be defined 
in various manners, and different permutation matrices may 
be used for different subcarriers, as described below. 

0.052 FIG. 3 shows a model 300 for the transmission 
scheme given by equation (3). The transmitter receives the 
data vector s(k) for each subcarrier and symbol period used 
for transmission. A virtual antenna mapper 310 processes the 
data vector s(k) and generates the transmit vector X(k). 
Within virtual antenna mapper 310, a symbol-to-virtual 
antenna mapping unit 312 multiplies the data vector S(k) 
with the permutation matrix P(k) and generates a Vx1 
intermediate vector. A spatial spreading unit 314 multiplies 
the intermediate vector with the orthonormal matrix U and 
generates the transmit vector X(k). The transmit vector X(k) 
is transmitted from the T transmit antennas and via a MIMO 
channel 350 to R receive antennas at a receiver. 

0053) The received symbols at the receiver may be 
expressed as: 

r(k) = H(k). x(k) + n(k), Eq. (4) 
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-continued 
H(k) P(k). S(k) + n (k), 

= H(k)s (k) + n (k), 

where r(k) is an RX1 vector containing R received symbols 
from the R receive antennas on subcarrier k in one symbol 
period; 

0054 H (k) is an RxV effective channel response 
matrix for subcarrier k; 

0055 H(k) is an RxM used channel response 
matrix for subcarrier k; and 

0056 n(k) is an RX1 noise vector for subcarrier k. 
0057 The effective and used channel response matrices 
may be given as: 

H(k) = H(k). U, Eq. (5) 
= H(k) u H(k) u H(k) uy ), 

and 

H(k) = Hn(k) P(k), Eq. (6) 
= H(k) ut H(k) u2 H(k) u, ), 

where {u u2) . . . u(M)} - {u u2 . . . uv}. 
0058 As shown in equation (3) and illustrated in FIG. 3, 
an effective MIMO channel with V virtual antennas is 
formed by the use of the orthonormal matrix U. Data is sent 
on all or a subset of the V virtual antennas. A used MIMO 
channel is formed by the M virtual antennas used for 
transmission. 

0059 For the transmission scheme described above, an 
RxT MIMO system is effectively reduced to an RXV MIMO 
system. The transmitter appears as if it has V virtual anten 
nas rather than T transmit antennas, where Vs T. This 
transmission scheme decreases the channel estimation over 
head order to C=V. However, the spatial multiplexing order 
is limited to V, or Ms V, and the spatial diversity order is 
also limited to V, or DSV. 

0060. The description above is for one subcarrier k. The 
transmitter may perform the same processing for each 
subcarrier used for transmission. The frequency diversity of 
each virtual antenna across Subcarriers is the same as the 
frequency diversity of the physical transmit antennas. How 
ever, the spatial diversity is reduced from T to V. 

0061. In another embodiment, the transmitter processes 
the output symbols for transmission, as follows: 

where D(k) is a TxT diagonal matrix for subcarrier k. D(k) 
is used to achieve cyclic delay diversity, which improves the 
frequency selectivity of the virtual antennas and may 
improve spatial diversity order to somewhere between Vand 
T. Cyclic delay diversity may be achieved in the time 
domain or the frequency domain. 
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0062 Cyclic delay diversity may be achieved in the time 
domain by circularly shifting (or cyclically delaying) the 
sequence of K time-domain samples (obtained from the 
K-point IDFT or IFFT) for each transmit antennai by a delay 
of T for i=1,..., T. For example, T, may be defined as 
T=(i-1).J. where J may be equal to one sample period, a 
fraction of a sample period, or more than one sample period. 
J may be selected Such that the channel impulse response for 
each virtual antenna is expected to be shorter than the cyclic 
prefix length. A cyclic delay of X samples may be achieved 
by moving the last X samples in the sequence of K time 
domain Samples to the front of the sequence. The time 
domain samples for the T transmits antenna are cyclically 
delayed by different amounts. A cyclic prefix may be 
appended after applying the cyclic delay in order to ensure 
orthogonality among the K total Subcarriers. 

0063 Cyclic delay diversity may also be achieved in the 
frequency domain by applying a phase ramp (or a progres 
sive phase shift) across the K total subcarriers for each 
transmit antenna. T different phase ramps are used for the T 
transmit antennas to achieve K different cyclic delays for 
these antennas. The diagonal matrix D(k) for each Subcarrier 
k may be defined as follows: 

1 O O Eq. (8) 

() i2 T-(k-1)-J/T ... O 

for 

k = 1, . K 

As indicated by equation (8), transmit antenna 1 has a phase 
slope of 0 across the K total Subcarriers, transmit antenna 2 
has a phase slope of 27tJ/T across the K total subcarriers, 
and so on, and transmit antenna T has a phase slope of 
27t(T-1):J/T across the K total subcarriers. The diagonal 
matrix D(k) and the orthonormal matrix U may also be 
combined to obtain a new orthonormal matrix U(k)=D(k):U, 
where U(k) may be applied to the data vector s(k). 

0064. The received symbols with cyclic delay diversity 
may be expressed as: 

= H(k) s(k) + n (k), 

where r(k) is an Rx1 received vector with cyclic delay 
diversity; 

0065 H (k) is an RxV effective channel response 
matrix with cyclic delay diversity; and 

0.066 H(k) is an RxM used channel response 
matrix with cyclic delay diversity. 
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0067. The effective and used channel response matrices 
may be given as: 

H. (k) = H(k), D(k). U, Eq. (10) 
H(k). D(k) u 
H(k), D(k) u 

H(k), D(k) uy 

and 

H(k) = H(k) P(k), Eq. (11) 
H(k), D(k) u, 
H(k), D(k) up 

H(k), D(k) u, 

0068 FIG. 4 shows a model 400 for the transmission 
scheme given by equation (7). Within a virtual antenna 
mapper 410, a symbol-to-virtual antenna mapping unit 412 
multiplies the data vector s(k) with the permutation matrix 
P(k) and generates a Vx1 vector. A spatial spreading unit 414 
multiplies the Vx1 vector with the orthonormal matrix U and 
generates a Tx1 vector. A cyclic delay diversity unit 416 
multiplies the Tx1 vector with the diagonal matrix D(k) and 
generates the Tx1 transmit vector X(k). The transmit vector 
X(k) is transmitted from the T transmit antennas and via a 
MIMO channel 450 to R receive antennas at a receiver. 

0069. As shown in equation (7) and illustrated in FIG. 4. 
an effective MIMO channel H.(k) with V virtual antennas 
is formed by the use of the orthonormal matrix U and cyclic 
delay diversity. A used MIMO channel H(k) is formed by 
the M virtual antennas used for transmission. 

0070 Equations (3) and (7) assume that equal transmit 
power is used for the M output symbols being sent simul 
taneously on one Subcarrier in one symbol period. In gen 
eral, the transmit power available for each transmit antenna 
may be uniformly or non-uniformly distributed across the 
Subcarriers used for transmission. The transmit powers 
available for the T transmit antennas for each subcarrier may 
be uniformly or non-uniformly distributed to the M output 
symbols being sent on that subcarrier. Different transmit 
powers may be used for the Moutput symbols by scaling the 
data vector s(k) with a diagonal gain matrix G as follows: 
X(k)=U-P(k)-G's(k) or X(k)=D(k)-U-P(k)-G's(k), where diag 
{G}={g g2 ... g., and gi is the gain for Output symbols, 
0071 Various types of matrices may be used to form the 
orthonormal matrix U. For example, U may be formed based 
on a Fourier matrix, a Walsh matrix, or some other matrix. 
ATXT Fourier matrix Frr has element f, in the n-th row 
of the m-th column, which may be expressed as: 

f -2'-3' Eq. (12) 

for 

n = 1, . T 

and 

n = 1, ... T 
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Fourier matrices of any square dimension (e.g., 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
and so on) may be formed. A 2x2 Walsh matrix W, and 
larger size Walsh matrix WNN may be expressed as: 

1 1 Eq (13) 
vy 22 1 - 1 

and 

Wvy Www 
W2.2N = W - W 

- NXN - NXN 

0072. In an embodiment, the orthonormal matrix U is 
equal to a matrix containing V columns of a TXT Fourier 
matrix or a TXT Walsh matrix. In another embodiment, U is 
formed as follows: 

U-AF Eq. (14) 

where F is a TxV matrix containing the first V columns of 
the TxT Fourier matrix; and 

0073 A is a TxT diagonal matrix containing T scaling 
values for the T rows of F. 

For example, the diagonal matrix A may be defined as 
A=diag{1 e' ... el}, where 0, for i=1,..., T may 
be random phases. Equation (14) multiplies the rows of 
F with random phases, which changes the spatial direc 
tions depicted by the columns of F. In yet another 
embodiment, U is an orthonormal matrix with pseudo 
random elements, e.g., having unit magnitude and 
pseudo-random phases. 

0074 The transmitter may send a MIMO, SIMO or SISO 
transmission to a receiver on a set of Subcarriers, which are 
called the assigned subcarriers. The K total subcarriers may 
be partitioned into multiple non-overlapping Subcarrier sets. 
In this case, the transmitter may transmit to multiple receiv 
ers simultaneously on multiple Subcarrier sets. The trans 
mitter may send the same or different types of transmission 
to these multiple receivers. For example, the transmitter may 
send a MIMO transmission on a first subcarrier set to a first 
receiver, a SIMO transmission on a second subcarrier set to 
a second receiver, a SISO transmission on a third subcarrier 
set to a third receiver, and so on. 

0075 ASIMO or SISO transmission may be sent from a 
single virtual antenna formed with a single column of the 
orthonormal matrix U. In this case, M=V=1, and the effec 
tive MIMO channel becomes an RX1 SISO or SIMO chan 
nel having a channel response vector of h(k)=H(k)u or 
h(k)=H(k):D(k)ru. The data vector S(k) becomes a 1x1 
vector containing a single output symbol, the permutation 
matrix P(k) becomes a 1x1 matrix containing a single 1. 
and the orthonormal matrix U becomes a Tx1 matrix con 
taining a single column. 
0.076 A MIMO transmission may be sent from multiple 
virtual antennas formed with multiple columns of the 
orthonormal matrix U. If the number of output symbols is 
less than the number of virtual antennas (or MCS), then M 
virtual antennas may be selected for use in various manners. 
0.077 FIG. 5 shows an embodiment for transmitting 
output symbols cyclically from the V virtual antennas. For 
this embodiment, the first M output symbols are sent from 
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virtual antennas 1 through M on the first assigned Subcarrier, 
the next M output symbols are sent from virtual antennas 2 
through M-1 on the next assigned Subcarrier, and so on. The 
assigned Subcarriers may be given indices of k=1,2,.... For 
the embodiment shown in FIG. 5, the M virtual antennas 
used for subcarrier k+1 are offset by one from the M virtual 
antennas used for Subcarrier k. The selected virtual antennas 
wrap around to virtual antenna 1 upon reaching the last 
virtual antenna. Hence, virtual antennas ((k-1) mod V)+1 
through ((k+M-2) mod V)+1 are used for assigned Subcar 
rier k, where “modS denotes a modulo-S operation and the 
“-1 and “+1 are due to the index for the assigned 
Subcarriers and the index for the virtual antennas starting 
with 1 instead of 0. The M columns of the permutation 
matrix P(k) for each assigned Subcarrier k are the (k-1, k, 
k+1, . . . . k--M-2).mod V)+1 columns of a VxV identify 
matrix. For example, if M=2 and V=3, then the permutation 
matrices may be defined as: 

1 O Eq. (15) 

P(1) = 0 1 1, 

P(2) = 1 0 , 

P(3) = 0 (), 

P(4) = 0 

and so on. 

0078. In another embodiment, the first Moutput symbols 
are sent from virtual antennas 1 through M on the first 
assigned Subcarrier, the next Moutput symbols are sent from 
virtual antennas M+1 through ((2M-1) mod V)+1 on the 
next assigned Subcarrier, and so on. For this embodiment, 
the MVirtual antennas used for subcarrier k+1 start after the 
last virtual antenna used for subcarrier k. In yet another 
embodiment, the M virtual antennas for each subcarrier are 
selected in a pseudo-random manner, e.g., based on a 
pseudo-random number (PN) generator or sequence that is 
also known to the receiver. 

0079. In yet another embodiment, the virtual antennas are 
selected based on feedback from a receiver. For example, the 
feedback may indicate the specific virtual antennas to use for 
all assigned Subcarriers, the specific virtual antennas to use 
for each assigned Subcarrier, and so on. In yet another 
embodiment, the transmitter may select the virtual antennas 
based on a pilot or some other transmission received from 
the receiver. For example, the transmitter may estimate the 
uplink channel response based on the received pilot, esti 
mate the downlink channel response based on the uplink 
channel response estimate, and select the virtual antennas 
based on the downlink channel response estimate. The 
downlink and uplink channel responses may be similar, e.g., 
in a time division duplexed (TDD) system in which down 
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link and uplink transmissions are sent on the same frequency 
channel but in different time intervals. 

0080. In general, the virtual antennas may be selected (1) 
by the transmitter in a deterministic manner (e.g., cyclically) 
or a pseudo-random manner without feedback from the 
receiver, (2) by the transmitter based on feedback from 
receiver, or (3) by the receiver and sent to the transmitter. 
0081. The orthonormal matrix U may be fixed, and the V 
virtual antennas formed with U may be selected for use as 
described above. In another embodiment, one or more 
orthonormal matrices are selected for use from among a set 
of orthonormal matrices available for use. The set of 
orthonormal matrices forms a codebook, and one or more 
entries of the codebook may be used for transmission. The 
orthonormal matrices in the set are different (and may be 
pseudo-random) with respect to each other. For example, the 
orthonornal matrices may be defined to provide good per 
formance for different channel conditions, e.g., low and high 
SNR conditions, low and high mobility, and so on. One 
orthonormal matrix may be selected for all assigned Sub 
carriers, for each assigned Subcarrier, and so on. The matrix 
selection may be made (1) by the transmitter with or without 
feedback from a receiver or (2) by the receiver and sent back 
to the transmitter. The matrix selection may be made based 
on various factors such as, e.g., the channel conditions, 
mobility, uplink resources, and so on. In general, the par 
ticular entry or entries in the codebook to use for transmis 
sion may be selected either autonomously by the transmitter 
or based on feedback from the receiver. 

0082 The transmission schemes described herein has the 
following desirable features: 

0083) Flexibility to easily select the number of virtual 
antennas, 

0084 Flexibility to send any number of output sym 
bols up to the number of available virtual antennas; and 

0085 Utilization of all T transmit antennas for trans 
mission regardless of the number of output symbols 
being sent and the number of available virtual antennas. 

0.086 The number of virtual antennas (V) may be 
selected to Support the desired spatial multiplexing order 
(M), to achieve the desired spatial diversity order (D), and 
to obtain the desired channel estimation overhead order (C). 
The number of virtual antennas may be selected autono 
mously by the transmitter or based on a feedback from the 
receiver. The desired number of virtual antennas may readily 
be obtained by defining the orthonormal matrix U with the 
proper number of columns. 
0087. The spatial multiplexing order is limited by the 
number of transmit antennas and the number of receive 
antennas, or Msmin {T, R}. A higher spatial multiplexing 
order may be desirable in certain scenarios (e.g., high SNR 
conditions) and if supported by the receiver. A lower spatial 
multiplexing order (e.g., M=1) may be desirable in other 
scenarios (e.g., low SNR conditions) or if a higher spatial 
multiplexing order is not supported by the receiver. The 
spatial multiplexing order may be dynamically selected 
based on the channel conditions and/or other factors. For 
example, the spatial multiplexing order may be set to one if 
the SNR is less than a first threshold, set to two if the SNR 
is between the first threshold and a second threshold, set to 
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three if the SNR is between the second threshold and a third 
threshold, and so on. The number of virtual antennas is 
selected to be equal to or greater than the spatial multiplex 
ing order, or VeM. 
0088. In general, a higher spatial diversity order is desir 
able in order to improve performance, and a lower channel 
estimation overhead order is desirable in order to reduce the 
amount of link resources used to transmit a pilot for channel 
estimation. The channel estimation overhead order is closely 
related to the spatial diversity order, and both are determined 
by the number of virtual antennas. Hence, the number of 
virtual antennas may be dynamically selected based on the 
desired spatial diversity order, the desired channel estima 
tion overhead order, the channel conditions, and/or other 
factors. 

0089. The number of virtual antennas may be selected in 
various manners. In an embodiment, the number of virtual 
antennas is set equal to the spatial multiplexing order, or 
V=M. In another embodiment, the number of virtual anten 
nas is set to a largest possible value Such that the link 
resources used for pilot transmission is maintained within a 
predetermined percentage of the total link resources. In yet 
another embodiment, the number of virtual antennas is set 
based on the channel conditions. For example, one virtual 
antenna may be defined if the SNR is less than a first value, 
two virtual antennas may be defined if the SNR is between 
the first value and a second value, and so on. 

0090 The transmission schemes described herein may be 
used with various subcarrier structures, some of which are 
described below. The following description assumes that the 
K total Subcarriers are usable for transmission and are given 
indices of 1 through K. 

0091 FIG. 6A shows an interlace subcarrier structure 
600. For this subcarrier structure, the K total subcarriers are 
arranged into S non-overlapping interlaces, each interlace 
contains N Subcarriers that are uniformly distributed across 
the K total Subcarriers, and consecutive Subcarriers in each 
interlace are spaced apart by S subcarriers, where K=SN. 
Interlace u contains subcarrier u as the first subcarrier, where 
u 6{1,..., S}. 
0092 FIG. 6B shows a block subcarrier structure 610. 
For this subcarrier structure, the K total subcarriers are 
arranged into S non-overlapping blocks, with each block 
containing N adjacent subcarriers, where K=S.N. Block V 
contains subcarriers v N+1 through (v4-1)-N, where v 6{1,. 
. . . S}. 
0093 FIG. 6C shows a group subcarrier structure 620. 
For this subcarrier structure, the K total subcarriers are 
arranged into S non-overlapping groups, each group con 
tains G subgroups that are distributed across the system 
bandwidth, and each Subgroup contains L adjacent Subcar 
riers, where K=SN and N=G.L. The K total subcarriers may 
be partitioned into G frequency ranges, with each frequency 
range containing SL consecutive Subcarriers. Each fre 
quency range is further partitioned into S Subgroups, with 
each Subgroup containing L consecutive Subcarriers. For 
each frequency range, the first L. Subcarriers are allocated to 
group 1, the next L. Subcarriers are allocated to group 2, and 
so on, and the last L. Subcarriers are allocated to group S. 
Each group contains G subgroups of L consecutive Subcar 
riers, or a total of N=GL subcarriers. 
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0094. In general, the transmission techniques described 
herein may be used for any subcarrier structure with any 
number of subcarrier sets. Each subcarrier set may include 
any number of Subcarriers that may be arranged in any 
manner. For example, a Subcarrier set may be equal to an 
interlace, a Subcarrier block, a Subcarrier group, and so on. 
For each subcarrier set, (1) the subcarriers in the set may be 
uniformly or non-uniformly distributed across the system 
bandwidth, (2) the subcarriers in the set may be adjacent to 
one another in one group, or (3) the Subcarriers in the set 
may be distributed in multiple groups, where each group 
may be located anywhere within the system bandwidth and 
may contain one or multiple Subcarriers. 

0.095 For all of the subcarrier structures described above, 
different receivers may be assigned different subcarrier sets, 
and the transmitter may transmit data to each receiver on its 
assigned Subcarrier set. The transmitter may use the same 
orthonormal matrix U for all receivers, a different orthonor 
mal matrix for each receiver, a different orthonormal matrix 
for each subcarrier set, a different orthonormal matrix for 
each Subcarrier, and so on. 

0096. The transmission techniques described herein may 
be used with or without frequency hopping. With frequency 
hopping, the data transmission hops from Subcarrier to 
Subcarrier in a pseudo-random or deterministic manner over 
time, which allows the data transmission to better withstand 
deleterious channel conditions such as narrowband interfer 
ence, jamming, fading, and so on. Frequency hopping can 
provide frequency diversity and interference randomization. 
A receiver may be assigned a traffic channel that is associ 
ated with a hop pattern that indicates which subcarrier set(s), 
if any, to use in each time slot. A hop pattern is also called 
a frequency hopping pattern or sequence. A time slot is the 
amount of time spent on a given Subcarrier set and is also 
called a hop period. The hop pattern may select different 
Subcarrier sets in different time slots in a pseudo-random or 
deterministic manner. 

0097 FIG. 7 shows an exemplary frequency hopping 
scheme 700. In FIG. 7, traffic channel 1 is mapped to a 
specific sequence of time-frequency blocks. Each time 
frequency block is a specific Subcarrier set in a specific time 
slot. In the example shown in FIG. 7, traffic channel 1 is 
mapped to subcarrier set 1 in time slot 1, subcarrier set 4 in 
time slot 2, and so on. Traffic channels 2 through S may be 
mapped to vertically and circularly shifted versions of the 
time-frequency block sequence for traffic channel 1. For 
example, traffic channel 2 may be mapped to Subcarrier set 
2 in time slot 1, Subcarrier set 5 in time slot 2, and so on. 

0.098 Frequency hopping may be used with any of the 
subcarrier structures shown in FIGS. 6A through 6C. For 
example, a symbol rate hopping scheme may be defined in 
which each time-frequency block is a specific interlace in 
one symbol period. For this hopping scheme, the assigned 
Subcarriers span across the entire system bandwidth and 
change from symbol period to symbol period. As another 
example, a block hopping scheme may be defined in which 
each time-frequency block is a specific Subcarrier block in a 
time slot of multiple symbol periods. For this hopping 
scheme, the assigned Subcarriers are contiguous and fixed 
for an entire time slot but changes from time slot to time slot. 
For the block hopping scheme, the spatial multiplexing 
order may be set equal to the number of virtual antennas, so 
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that constant interference may be observed on any given 
time-frequency block in any sector for a system with Syn 
chronous sectors. Other hopping scheme may also be 
defined. 

0099 Pilot may be transmitted in various manners with 
the subcarrier structures described above. Some exemplary 
pilot schemes for symbol rate hopping and block hopping 
are described below. 

0100 FIG. 8 shows an exemplary pilot scheme 800 for 
symbol rate hopping. For pilot scheme 800, the transmitter 
transmits a common pilot on one interlace from virtual 
antenna 1 in each symbol period. The transmitter may 
transmit the common pilot on different interlaces in different 
symbol periods, as shown in FIG. 8. Such a staggered pilot 
allows a receiver to sample the frequency spectrum on more 
Subcarriers and to derive a longer channel impulse response 
estimate. The transmitter may also transmit an auxiliary pilot 
on one or more interlaces from the remaining virtual anten 
nas to allow MIMO receivers to estimate the channel 
response for all virtual antennas used for transmission. For 
the embodiment shown in FIG. 8, the transmitter transmits 
the auxiliary pilot on one interlace in each symbol period 
and cycles through virtual antennas 2 through V in V-1 
different symbol periods. For the case with V=4 as shown in 
FIG. 8, the transmitter transmits the auxiliary pilot from 
virtual antenna 2 in symbol period n+1, then from virtual 
antenna 3 in symbol period n+2, then from virtual antenna 
4 in symbol period n+3, then from virtual antenna 2 in 
symbol period n+4, and so on. 

0101 The transmitter may transmit the common and 
auxiliary pilots in other manners. In another embodiment, 
the auxiliary pilot is staggered and sent on different sets of 
Subcarriers. In yet another embodiment, the common pilot is 
sent on one or more Subcarrier sets that are pseudo-random 
(or have random offsets) with respect to the one or more 
subcarrier sets used for the auxiliary pilot. 
0102) The transmitter may transmit the common pilot for 
MIMO, SIMO and SISO receivers and may transmit the 
auxiliary pilot only when MIMO receivers are present. The 
MIMO, SIMO and SISO receivers may use the common 
pilot to derive a channel estimate for the K total subcarriers 
of virtual antenna 1. AMIMO receiver may use the auxiliary 
pilot to derive channel estimates for virtual antennas 2 
through V. 

0103 FIG.9A shows an exemplary pilot scheme 910 for 
block hopping. For the embodiment shown in FIG. 9A, a 
time-frequency block is composed of 16 adjacent Subcarriers 
k+1 through k+16 and further spans 8 symbol periods n+1 
through n+8. For pilot scheme 910, the transmitter transmits 
a dedicated pilot on subcarriers k+3, k+9 and k+15 in each 
of symbol periods n+1 through n+3 and n+6 through n+8, or 
six strips of three pilot symbols. Each pilot symbol may be 
sent from any virtual antenna. For example, if V=3, then the 
transmitter may transmit the pilot from virtual antenna 1 in 
symbol periods n+1 and n+6, from virtual antenna 2 in 
symbol periods n+2 and n+7, and from virtual antenna 3 in 
symbol periods n+3 and n+8. 

0104 FIG.9B shows an exemplary pilot scheme 920 for 
block hopping. For pilot scheme 920, the transmitter trans 
mits a dedicated pilot on subcarriers k+3, k+9 and k+15 in 
each of symbol periods n+1 through n+8, or three strips of 
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eight pilot symbols. Each pilot symbol may be sent from any 
virtual antenna. For example, if V=4, then the transmitter 
may transmit the pilot from virtual antenna 1 in symbol 
periods n+1 and n+5, from virtual antenna 2 in symbol 
periods n+2 and n+6, from virtual antenna 3 in symbol 
periods n+3 and n+7, and from virtual antenna 4 in symbol 
periods n+4 and n+8. 
0105 FIG.9C shows an exemplary pilot scheme 930 for 
block hopping. For pilot scheme 930, the transmitter trans 
mits a dedicated pilot on Subcarriers k+1, k+4. k--7, k+10. 
k+13 and k+16 in each of symbol periods n+1, n+2, n+7 and 
n+8. Each pilot symbol may be sent from any virtual 
antenna. For example, the transmitter may transmit the pilot 
from virtual antenna 1 in symbol period n+1, from virtual 
antenna 2 in symbol period n+2, from virtual antenna 1 or 
3 in symbol period n+7, and from virtual antenna 2 or 4 in 
symbol period n+8. 
0106 FIG.9D shows an exemplary pilot scheme 940 for 
block hopping. For pilot scheme 940, the transmitter trans 
mits a staggered pilot on three Subcarriers in each symbol 
period and on different pilot subcarriers in different symbol 
periods. Each pilot symbol may be sent from any virtual 
antenna. For example, the transmitter may transmit the pilot 
from a different virtual antenna in each symbol period and 
may cycle through the V virtual antennas in V symbol 
periods. 
0107. In general, for the block hopping scheme, the 
transmitter may transmit a pilot in each time-frequency 
block such that a receiver is able to derive a channel estimate 
for each virtual antenna used for transmission. FIGS. 9A 
through 9D show four exemplary pilot patterns that may be 
used. Other pilot patterns may also be defined and used for 
pilot transmission. 
0108 For both symbol rate hopping and block hopping, 
the transmitter may transmit the pilot from any number of 
virtual antennas, may use any number of pilot Subcarriers for 
each virtual antenna, and may use any amount of transmit 
power for each virtual antenna. If the pilot is sent from 
multiple virtual antennas, then the transmitter may use the 
same or different numbers of subcarriers for these virtual 
antennas and may transmit the pilot at the same or different 
power levels for the virtual antennas. The transmitter may or 
may not stagger the pilot for each virtual antenna. The 
transmitter may transmit the pilot on more Subcarriers to 
allow a receiver to obtain more “look” of the wireless 
channel in the frequency domain and to derive a longer 
channel impulse response estimate. The transmitter may 
transmit the pilot on all pilot subcarriers from one virtual 
antenna in each symbol period, as described above. Alter 
natively, the transmitter may transmit the pilot from multiple 
virtual antennas on multiple Subsets of Subcarriers in a given 
symbol period. 

0109. In an embodiment, the transmitter transmits the 
pilot from the virtual antennas, as described above for FIGS. 
8 through 9D. In another embodiment, the transmitter trans 
mits the pilot from the physical antennas, without applying 
the orthonormal matrix U or the permutation matrix P(k). 
For this embodiment, a receiver may estimate the actual 
channel response based on the pilot and may then derive an 
effective channel response estimate based on the actual 
channel response estimate and the orthonormal and permu 
tation matrices. 
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0110 FIG. 10 shows a process 1000 for transmitting data 
and pilot to one or more receivers. The processing for each 
receiver may be performed as follows. The set of subcarriers 
assigned to the receiver and the spatial multiplexing order 
(M) for the receiver are determined, where Me 1 (block 
1012). For each assigned subcarrier, M virtual antennas are 
selected for use from among V virtual antennas formed with 
V columns of the orthonormal matrix U, where VeM (block 
1014). The M virtual antennas for each assigned subcarrier 
may be selected in various manners, as described above. The 
output symbols for the receiver are mapped to the M virtual 
antennas selected for each assigned Subcarrier by applying 
the orthonormal matrix (block 1016). The mapped output 
symbols (or transmit symbols) are provided for transmission 
from T transmit antennas, where TeV (block 1018). 
0.111 Pilot symbols are also mapped to the virtual anten 
nas used for transmission (block 1020). For example, pilot 
symbols for a common pilot may be mapped to the first 
virtual antenna on a first set of pilot Subcarriers, and pilot 
symbols for an auxiliary pilot may be mapped to the 
remaining virtual antennas on a second set of pilot Subcar 
1S. 

0.112) If there are multiple receivers, then the same or 
different spatial multiplexing orders may be used for these 
receivers. Furthermore, data may be sent simultaneously on 
different subcarrier sets to multiple receivers. For example, 
data may be sent from one virtual antenna on a first 
subcarrier set to a SIMO or SISO receiver, from multiple 
virtual antennas on a second subcarrier set to a MIMO 
receiver, and so on. In any case, the transmit symbols for all 
receivers are demultiplexed to the T transmit antennas 
(block 1022). For each transmit antenna, the transmit sym 
bols for each receiver are mapped to the Subcarriers assigned 
to that receiver (also block 1022). Transmission symbols are 
then generated for each transmit antenna based on the 
transmit symbols for that transmit antenna and using, e.g., 
OFDM or SC-FDMA (block 1024). Different cyclic delays 
may be applied for the T transmit antennas, e.g., by circu 
larly delaying the transmission symbols for each transmit 
antenna by a different amount (block 1026). 
0113 For block 1016 in FIG. 10, the output symbol(s) for 
each Subcarrier assigned to each receiver are mapped to the 
T transmit antennas based on M mapping patterns selected 
from among V mapping patterns available for use. Each 
mapping pattern indicates a specific mapping of an output 
symbol to the T transmit antennas. The V mapping patterns 
may be formed by V columns of an orthonormal matrix or 
in other manners. Different mapping patterns may be 
selected for different subcarriers in a given symbol period 
and/or different symbol periods, e.g., based on a predeter 
mined pattern. The predetermined pattern may be defined by 
a permutation matrix or in Some other manner. The prede 
termined pattern may cycle through the Vavailable mapping 
patterns in different subcarriers and/or symbol periods. 

0114 FIG. 11 shows an embodiment of an apparatus 
1100 for transmitting data and pilot to one or more receivers. 
Apparatus 1100 includes means for determining the set of 
Subcarriers assigned to each receiver and the spatial multi 
plexing order (M) for each receiver (block 1112), means for 
selecting M virtual antennas for use from among V virtual 
antennas for each Subcarrier assigned to each receiver (block 
1114), means for mapping the output symbols for each 
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receiver to the virtual antennas selected for each subcarrier 
assigned to the receiver (e.g., by applying selected columns 
of an orthonormal matrix or selected mapping patterns) 
(block 1116), means for providing the mapped output sym 
bols (or transmit symbols) for transmission from T transmit 
antennas (block 1118), means for mapping pilot symbols to 
the virtual antennas used for transmission (block 1120), 
means for demultiplexing the transmit symbols for each 
receiver to the assigned Subcarriers of the T transmit anten 
nas (block 1122), means for generating transmission sym 
bols for each transmit antenna, e.g., using OFDM or SC 
FDMA (block 1124), and means for applying different cyclic 
delays for the T transmit antennas (block 1126). 
0115 FIG. 12 shows a block diagram of an embodiment 
of base station 110, single-antenna terminal 120x, and multi 
antenna terminal 120y. At base station 110, a transmit (TX) 
data processor 1210 receives data for one or more terminals, 
processes (e.g., encodes, interleaves, and symbol maps) the 
databased on one or more coding and modulation schemes, 
and provides modulation symbols. TX data processor 1210 
typically processes the data for each terminal separately 
based on a coding and modulation scheme selected for that 
terminal. If system 100 utilizes SC-FDMA, then TX data 
processor 1210 may perform FFT/DFT on the modulation 
symbols for each terminal to obtain frequency-domain sym 
bols for that terminal. TX data processor 1210 obtains output 
symbols for each terminal (which may be modulation sym 
bols for OFDM or frequency-domain symbols for SC 
FDMA) and multiplexes the output symbols for the terminal 
onto the Subcarriers and virtual antennas used for that 
terminal. TX data processor 1210 further multiplexes pilot 
symbols onto the Subcarriers and virtual antennas used for 
pilot transmission. 
0116 ATX spatial processor 1220 receives the multi 
plexed output symbols and pilot symbols, performs spatial 
processing for each Subcarrier, e.g., as shown in equation (3) 
or (7), and provides transmit symbols for the T transmit 
antennas. A modulator (Mod) 1222 processes the transmit 
symbols for each transmit antenna, e.g., for OFDM, SC 
FDMA, or some other modulation technique, and generates 
an output sample stream for that transmit antenna. Since TX 
spatial processor 1220 performs spatial processing for each 
subcarrier, the SC-FDMA modulation is divided into two 
parts that are performed by TX data processor 1210 and 
modulator 1222. Modulator 1222 provides T output sample 
streams to T transmitter units (TMTR) 1224a through 1224t. 
Each transmitter unit 1224 processes (e.g., converts to 
analog, amplifies, filters, and frequency upconverts) its 
output sample stream and generates a modulated signal. T 
modulated signals from transmitter units 1224a through 
1224t are transmitted from T antennas 112a through 112t, 
respectively. 

0117. At each terminal 120, one or multiple antennas 122 
receive the modulated signals transmitted by base station 
110, and each antenna provides a received signal to a 
respective receiver unit (RCVR) 1254. Each receiver unit 
1254 processes (e.g., amplifies, filters, frequency downcon 
verts, and digitalizes) its receive signal and provides 
received samples to a demodulator (Demod) 1256. Demodu 
lator 1256 processes the received samples for each receive 
antenna 122 (e.g., based on OFDM, SC-FDMA, or some 
other modulation technique), obtains frequency-domain 
received symbols for the K total subcarriers, provides 
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received symbols for the assigned Subcarriers, and provides 
received pilot symbols for the subcarriers used for pilot 
transmission. 

0118 For single-antenna terminal 120x, a data detector 
1260x obtains received symbols from demodulator 1256x, 
derives channel estimates for the assigned Subcarriers based 
on the received pilot symbols, and performs data detection 
(e.g., equalization) on the received symbols based on the 
channel estimates to obtain detected symbols, which are 
estimates of the output symbols transmitted to terminal 
120x. For multi-antenna terminal 120y, a receive (RX) 
spatial processor 1260y obtains received symbols from 
demodulator 1256, derives channel estimates for the 
assigned Subcarriers based on the received pilot symbols, 
and performs receiver spatial processing on the received 
symbols based on the channel estimates to obtain detected 
symbols. RX spatial processor 1260y may implement a 
minimum mean square error (MMSE) technique, a Zero 
forcing (ZF) technique, a maximal ratio combining (MRC) 
technique, a Successive interference cancellation technique, 
or some other receiver processing technique. For each 
terminal, an RX data processor 1262 processes (e.g., symbol 
demaps, deinterleaves, and decodes) the detected symbols 
and provides decoded data for the terminal. In general, the 
processing by each terminal 120 is complementary to the 
processing by base station 110. 
0119) Each terminal 120 may generate feedback infor 
mation for the data transmission to that terminal. For 
example, each terminal 120 may estimate the SNRs for the 
virtual antennas, e.g., based on the received pilot symbols. 
Each terminal 120 may select one or more coding and 
modulation schemes, one or more packet formats, one or 
more virtual antennas to use for data transmission, one or 
more orthonormal matrices, and so on based on the SNR 
estimates and/or other information. Each terminal 120 may 
also generate acknowledgments (ACKs) for correctly 
received data packets. The feedback information may 
include the SNR estimates, the selected coding and modu 
lation schemes, the selected virtual antenna(s), the selected 
orthonormal matrix(ces), the selected Subcarrier(s), ACKs, 
information used for power control. Some other information, 
or any combination thereof. The feedback information is 
processed by a TX data processor 1280, further processed by 
a TX spatial processor 1282 if multiple antennas are present, 
modulated by a modulator 1284, conditioned by transmitter 
unit(s) 1254, and transmitted via antenna(s) 122 to base 
station 110. At base station 110, the modulated signals 
transmitted by terminals 120x and 120y are received by 
antennas 112, conditioned by receiver units 1224, and pro 
cessed by a demodulator 1240, an RX spatial processor 
1242, and an RX data processor 1244 to recover the feed 
back information sent by the terminals. A controller/proces 
sor 1230 uses the feedback information to determine the data 
rates and coding and modulation schemes to use for the data 
transmission to each terminal as well as to generate various 
controls for TX data processor 1210 and TX spatial proces 
Sor 1220. 

0120 Controllers/processors 1230, 1270x and 1270y 
control the operation of various processing units at base 
station 110 and terminals 120x and 120, respectively. 
Memory units 1232, 1272x and 1272 store data and pro 
gram codes used by base station 110 and terminals 120x and 
120, respectively. Controller/processor 1230 may imple 
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ment parts of FIGS. 10 and 11 and may (1) assign subcarriers 
and select the spatial multiplexing order for each terminal 
(block 1012 in FIG. 10) and (2) select the virtual antennas 
for each subcarrier assigned to each terminal (block 1214 in 
FIG. 10). TX data processor 1220 may implement parts of 
FIGS. 10 and 11 and perform the processing shown in blocks 
1116 through 1126 in FIG. 10. 
0121 For clarity, much of the description above is for a 
system with K total Subcarriers. The transmission techniques 
described herein may also be used for a system with a single 
Subcarrier. For Such a system, k in the description above may 
be an index for symbol period instead of subcarrier. 
0122) The transmission techniques described herein may 
be implemented by various means. For example, these 
techniques may be implemented in hardware, firmware, 
software, or a combination thereof. For a hardware imple 
mentation, the processing units at a transmitter may be 
implemented within one or more application specific inte 
grated circuits (ASICs), digital signal processors (DSPs), 
digital signal processing devices (DSPDs), programmable 
logic devices (PLDS), field programmable gate arrays 
(FPGAs), processors, controllers, micro-controllers, micro 
processors, electronic devices, other electronic units 
designed to perform the functions described herein, or a 
combination thereof. The processing units at a receiver may 
also be implemented within one or more ASICs, DSPs, 
processors, and so on. 
0123 For a software implementation, the transmission 
techniques may be implemented with modules (e.g., proce 
dures, functions, and so on) that perform the functions 
described herein. The software codes may be stored in a 
memory (e.g., memory 1230, 1272x or 1272 in FIG. 12) 
and executed by a processor (e.g., processor 1232, 1270x or 
1270). The memory may be implemented within the pro 
cessor or external to the processor. 
0.124. The previous description of the disclosed embodi 
ments is provided to enable any person skilled in the art to 
make or use the present invention. Various modifications to 
these embodiments will be readily apparent to those skilled 
in the art, and the generic principles defined herein may be 
applied to other embodiments without departing from the 
spirit or scope of the invention. Thus, the present invention 
is not intended to be limited to the embodiments shown 
herein but is to be accorded the widest scope consistent with 
the principles and novel features disclosed herein. 
What is claimed is: 

1. An apparatus comprising: 
at least one processor configured to select M virtual 

antennas to use for transmission from among V virtual 
antennas, to map output symbols to the M virtual 
antennas, and to provide the mapped output symbols 
for transmission from T transmit antennas, wherein M 
is equal to one or greater, V is equal to or greater than 
M, and T is equal to or greater than V; and 

a memory coupled to the at least one processor. 
2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the at least one 

processor is configured to select different sets of M virtual 
antennas for different frequency Subcarriers from among the 
V virtual antennas. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the at least one 
processor is configured to select a set of M virtual antennas 
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for each of a plurality of frequency Subcarriers by cycling 
through the V virtual antennas. 

4. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the at least one 
processor is configured to form a permutation matrix indica 
tive of the M virtual antennas selected from among the V 
virtual antennas, to apply the permutation matrix to the 
output symbols, and to applying an orthonormal matrix used 
to form the V virtual antennas. 

5. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the at least one 
processor is configured to select one virtual antenna from 
among the V virtual antennas for a first receiver assigned 
with a first set of frequency subcarriers, to select more than 
one virtual antenna from among the V virtual antennas for 
a second receiver assigned with a second set of frequency 
subcarriers, to map output symbols for the first receiver to 
the first set of frequency subcarriers of the one virtual 
antenna, and to map output symbols for the second receiver 
to the second set of frequency subcarriers of the more than 
one virtual antenna. 

6. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the at least one 
processor is configured to apply T different cyclic delays for 
the T transmit antennas. 

7. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the at least one 
processor is configured to scale output symbols for the M 
virtual antennas with M gains. 

8. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the at least one 
processor is configured to transmit a first pilot on a first 
virtual antenna among the V virtual antennas, and to transmit 
a second pilot on remaining ones of the V virtual antennas. 

9. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the at least one 
processor is configured to transmit the first pilot on a first set 
of frequency Subcarriers of the first virtual antenna, and to 
transmit the second pilot on a second set of frequency 
Subcarriers by cycling through the remaining ones of the V 
virtual antennas. 

10. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the at least one 
processor is configured to transmit pilot symbols on at least 
one frequency Subcarrier in at least one symbol period 
selected based on a pilot pattern. 

11. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the at least one 
processor is configured to select an orthonormal matrix from 
among a plurality of orthonormal matrices available to form 
the V virtual antennas. 

12. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the at least one 
processor is configured to receive feedback selecting an 
orthonormal matrix from among a plurality of orthonormal 
matrices available to form the V virtual antennas. 

13. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the at least one 
processor is configured to generate orthogonal frequency 
division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols for the T transmit 
antennas based on the mapped output symbols. 

14. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the at least one 
processor is configured to generate single-carrier frequency 
division multiple access (SC-FDMA) symbols for the T 
transmit antennas based on the mapped output symbols. 

15. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the at least one 
processor is configured to dynamically select M based on 
channel conditions. 

16. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the at least one 
processor is configured to dynamically select V based on 
channel conditions. 

17. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein an orthonormal 
matrix, used to form the V virtual antennas, is defined such 
that equal transmit power is used for the T transmit antennas. 
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18. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein an orthonormal 
matrix, used to form the V virtual antennas, is based on a 
Fourier matrix or a Walsh matrix. 

19. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein an orthonormal 
matrix, used to form the V virtual antennas is based upon 
scaling a Fourier matrix or a Walsh matrix with different 
random phases. 

20. A method comprising: 
Selecting M virtual antennas to use for transmission from 
among V virtual antennas, wherein M is one or greater 
and V is equal to or greater than M: 

mapping output symbols to the M virtual antennas; and 
providing the mapped output symbols for transmission 

from T transmit antennas, wherein T is equal to or 
greater than V. 

21. The method of claim 20, further comprising: 
selecting different sets of M virtual antennas for different 

frequency Subcarriers from among the V virtual anten 
aS 

22. The method of claim 20, further comprising: 
applying T different cyclic delays for the T transmit 

antennas. 

23. The method of claim 20, further comprising: 
transmitting a pilot on the M virtual antennas. 
24. An apparatus comprising: 

means for selecting M virtual antennas to use for trans 
mission from among V virtual antennas, wherein M is 
one or greater and V is equal to or greater than M: 

means for mapping output symbols to the M virtual 
antennas; and 

means for providing the mapped output symbols for 
transmission from T transmit antennas, wherein T is 
equal to or greater than V. 

25. The apparatus of claim 24, further comprising: 

means for selecting different sets of M virtual antennas for 
different frequency subcarriers from among the V vir 
tual antennas. 

26. The apparatus of claim 24, further comprising: 
means for applying T different cyclic delays for the T 

transmit antennas. 
27. The apparatus of claim 24, further comprising: 

means for transmitting a pilot on the M virtual antennas. 
28. An apparatus comprising: 

at least one processor configured to select M1 virtual 
antennas to use for transmission to a first receiver from 
among V virtual antennas, to select M2 virtual antennas 
to use for transmission to a second receiver from 
among the V virtual antennas, to map output symbols 
for the first receiver to the M1 virtual antennas, to map 
output symbols for the second receiver to the M2 
virtual antennas, to provide the mapped output symbols 
for the first receiver for transmission on a first fre 
quency Subcarrier of T transmit antennas, and to pro 
vide the mapped output symbols for the second receiver 
for transmission on a second frequency Subcarrier of 
the T transmit antennas, wherein M1 and M2 are each 
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equal to one or greater, V is equal to or greater than the 
larger of M1 and M2, and T is equal to or greater than 
V; and 

a memory coupled to the at least one processor. 
29. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein the at least one 

processor is configured to apply T different cyclic delays for 
the T transmit antennas. 

30. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein M1 is not equal to 
M2. 

31. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein the first and 
second frequency Subcarriers are one frequency Subcarrier, 
and wherein transmissions are sent to the first and second 
receivers using spatial division multiple access (SDMA). 

32. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein the at least one 
processor is configured to transmit a pilot on each virtual 
antenna used for transmission. 

33. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein the at least one 
processor is configured to generate transmission symbols for 
the T transmit antennas based on the mapped output symbols 
and using orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 
(OFDM) or single-carrier frequency division multiple 
access (SC-FDMA) modulation technique. 

34. An apparatus comprising: 

means for selecting M1 virtual antennas to use for trans 
mission to a first receiver from among V virtual anten 
nas, wherein M1 is equal to one or greater and V is 
equal to or greater than M1; 

means for selecting M2 virtual antennas to use for trans 
mission to a second receiver from among the V virtual 
antennas, wherein M2 is equal to one or greater and is 
also less than or equal to V. 

means for mapping output symbols for the first receiver to 
the M1 virtual antennas; 

means for mapping output symbols for the second 
receiver to the M2 virtual antennas; 

means for providing the mapped output symbols for the 
first receiver for transmission on a first frequency 
Subcarrier of T transmit antennas, wherein T is equal to 
or greater than V; and 

means for providing the mapped output symbols for the 
second receiver for transmission on a second frequency 
Subcarrier of the T transmit antennas. 

35. The apparatus of claim 34, further comprising: 

means for applying T different cyclic delays for the T 
transmit antennas. 

36. An apparatus comprising: 

at least one processor configured to map output symbols 
to a plurality of antennas based upon at least one 
mapping pattern selected from among a plurality of 
mapping patterns, wherein each mapping pattern indi 
cates a specific mapping of an output symbol to the 
plurality of antennas; and 

a memory coupled to the at least one processor. 
37. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein the at least one 

processor is configured to select different mapping patterns 
for different frequency subcarriers in a symbol period. 
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38. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein the at least one 
processor is configured to select different mapping patterns 
for symbol periods. 

39. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein the at least one 
processor is configured to select different mapping patterns 
from among the plurality of mapping patterns for different 
frequency subcarriers or different symbol periods based on 
a predetermined pattern. 
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40. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein the at least one 
processor is configured to apply a different column of an 
orthonormal matrix for each of a plurality of frequency 
Subcarriers in accordance with a predetermined pattern, 
wherein the orthonormal matrix includes a plurality of 
columns for the plurality of mapping patterns. 

k k k k k 


